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Big Data Meet Green Challenges: Greening Big Data
Jinsong Wu, Senior Member, IEEE, Song Guo, Senior Member, IEEE,

Jie Li, Senior Member, IEEE, and Deze Zeng, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Nowadays, there are two significant tendencies, how
to process the enormous amount of data, big data, and how to deal
with the green issues related to sustainability and environmental
concerns. An interesting question is whether there are inherent
correlations between the two tendencies in general. To answer this
question, this paper firstly makes a comprehensive literature sur-
vey on how to green big data systems in terms of the whole life cycle
of big data processing, and then this paper studies the relevance
between big data and green metrics and proposes two new metrics,
effective energy efficiency and effective resource efficiency in order
to bring new views and potentials of green metrics for the future
times of big data.

Index Terms—Big data, data generation, data acquisition, data
communications, data storage, data analytics, effective energy ef-
ficiency (EEE), effective resource efficiency (ERE), environmental
sustainability, energy efficiency (EE), green, green revolution, re-
source efficiency, sustainability.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE past 20 years, data have been rapidly growing elements
of our lives, especially due to the increasing popularity

of Internet and relevant applications. More and more data are
being produced and analyzed, leading to a new big data era. The
characteristics of big data have been discussed for over 15 years
since 2011.

1) The first characterization of big data, proposed by
D. Laney, META Group, in 2001 [1], includes volume,
velocity, and variety, which have been mostly acceptable.

2) The characterization of big data with 5 Vs, i.e., volume,
variety, velocity, veracity, and value, was discussed in
2011 [2].

3) The characterization of big data with 6 Vs, i.e., volume,
variety, velocity, veracity, visualization, and value, was
introduced in 2012 [3].

4) Recently even more 8 Vs, i.e., volume, variety, velocity,
value, veracity, variability, viscosity, and virality, have
been further proposed in 2014 [4].
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However, whatever the aforementioned characterizations are,
not all types of big data are with all the features for any-
one of aforementioned characterizations. Nowadays, there are
tremendous demands on the green issues and environmental
concerns to information and communication technologies (ICT)
[5]. This paper would like to explore the correlation between the
trend of big data era and that of green revolution via investigating
how to green big data systems.

In this paper, our main contributions are listed as follows.
1) In Section II, we summarize basic features of big

data and relevant systems with extensive discussions. In
Section III, we clarify the green issues through historical
reviews, and show our definition of green concept, and
start some initial discussions on the relation between big
data and green issues.

2) Section IV presents an introduction of greening big data
as the prediscussions to the extensive survey on how to
green big data in terms of the whole life cycle of big data
processing in Section V–VII.

3) In Section VIII, we study the relevance between big data
and green metrics and propose two new metrics, effective
energy efficiency (EEE) and effective resource efficiency
(ERE), which may bring new viewpoints and potentials
of green metrics for the future investigations of big data.

4) Section IX outlines several future promising research
challenges to promote the greenness of big data, from
data acquisition, storage and processing, respectively.

II. BIG DATA

Big data refer to not only the realization of information explo-
sion but also technologies, which ensure values generated from
the massive of data. Big data have been defined as a broad term
for huge or complex datasets that conventional data processing
applications are insufficient [6]. In [7], big data were defined in
volume as the science in the petabyte era. Further, big data were
also defined based on not only high volumes, but also wide va-
rieties and the requirements of high velocity capture, discovery,
and analysis [8]. The markets for big data involve three layers:
the infrastructure layer (hardware components), the data organi-
zation, analytics, and management layer (software components),
and the services layer (big data applications). The infrastructure
layer, mainly including external storage systems, servers, data-
center networking infrastructure and cloud infrastructure, is the
foundation of the big data technologies. The data organization,
analytics, and management layer, typically implemented as soft-
ware, is in charge of storing, processing, and analyzing various
structured and unstructured data, which could be in offline, real
time, or both. The services layer stands for the big data relevant
external interfaces and applications, such as business consult-
ing, project services, integration services, data storage services,
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Fig. 1. Three-layer big data.

security supports, and technical trainings. An overview of the
three layers for big data is illustrated in Fig. 1.

III. GREEN ISSUES

A. Origin and our Definition of Green Issues

This section investigates what are green issues. In many re-
cent literatures, people have addressed green issues simply as
the synonyms of either energy efficiency (EE) and/or energy
consumption reductions. However, those understandings are in-
correct, even if energy relevant issues are recently dominant
aspects in the green fields. To understand the relevant concepts,
we would explore the relevant history of the term “green,” which
actually was dated back from the origin of the concept “green
revolution.”

In a narrow sense, the green revolution refers to a series of
research, development, and technology initiatives to increase
agriculture (in more narrower sense, rice, wheat, and maize)
production, particularly in the developing countries, most no-
tably in the late 1960s. Both the start time of the green revolution,
more accurately, the first generation green revolution, have not
been uniquely recognized. Many literatures thought that the start
time of the green revolution was dated back to the year of 1943
when, in Mexico [9], Rockefeller Foundation started to sponsor
a wheat and maize improvement program led by N. Borlaug,
called “Father of the Green Revolution,” who won the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1970 for his significant contributions to support
achieving food self-sufficiency and save around a billion peo-
ple from hunger and famine via highly efficient high-yielding
varieties of cereal grains and other agriculture techniques, such
as irrigation increases, synthetic fertilizers, and pesticides [10].
Some other literatures thought that the start time of the green
revolution was around 1930s due to the pioneer works on high-
yielding varieties of the agrarian geneticist N. Strampelli, while
some literatures treated N. Strampelli as the forerunner or pre-
cursor of the green revolution [11]. We remark that the defini-
tions of second generation green revolution have also not been
unique, including nonenergy relevant definitions, such as [12],
and energy relevant definitions, such as [13].

There are two different opinions on when and who created the
term “Green Revolution.” Many people thought based on [14]
that the term “Green Revolution” were created in 1968 by the
former director of United States Agency for International De-

velopment (USAID), W. Gaud, who stated that “These and other
developments in the field of agriculture contain the makings of
a new revolution. It is not a violent Red Revolution like that of
the Soviets, nor is it a White Revolution like that of the Shah of
Iran. I call it the Green Revolution.” However, some evidences
have shown that the term of “Green Revolution” had appeared
before 1968. In 1967 [15], W. O. Reichert has recognized the
Green Revolution advocated by M. Loomis with the nonviolent
and unpolitical feature. In 1962 [16], M. J. Loomis, respected
as “the Grandmother of the Counter Culture,” addressed the re-
lationship between the impact of R. Borsodi and a number of
constructive trends on socio-philosophical thinking, where M. J.
Loomis have recognized that R. Borsodi published his opinions
about supporting peace via home- and small-scale production
on the term of “Green Revolution” [17] on July 28, 1943. In
[16], M. J. Loomis explained “Green Revolution” relevant to
the “conservation and improved methods of tilling the soil, the
use of whole, undevitalized food, good nutrition, and in many
cases, simpler diet and simple living.”

From the aforementioned discussions, the original meanings
of the term “green” are not about energy issues but more relevant
to food sustainability as well as the peace of human society
opposite to violent wars. In general, green issues have not been
uniquely defined, but it is not correct to simply treat green issues
as either EE or energy consumption reductions. We would like
to state our definition of green issues that green issues refer to
those making the world and the components both sustainable
and friendly in an environmental, economical, social, and/or
technical sense, or in an equation format as

Green = Environmentally/Economically/Socially/Technically

Sustainable + Environmentally

/Economically/Socially/Technically

Friendly, which stresses not only sustainability objectives but
also friendly characteristics to environments and human soci-
eties. We have presented the aforementioned definition of green
issues in a number of public presentations since 2011, but it is
the first time for us to formally publish this definition. We would
have more discussions on the concept of sustainability on [18].

B. Green Issues in the Big Data Era

Big data may require a large scale of data centers with huge
computing power and resources. The increase of energy con-
sumption and other resources would result in increased green-
house emissions and impacts on environments. More specif-
ically, big data generation from sensors, video cameras, and
other available data sources greatly stress the existing data gen-
eration devices. Big data acquisitions bring a lot of energy con-
sumptions for data collections as well for data transmissions in
networks. Next, conventional database software cannot properly
handle the storage of various kinds of big data. More storage
capacity is designed for big data storage, leading to advanced
technology and distributed devices with energy and resource
inefficiency. Finally, big data analytics brings the challenges
of large-scale data analytics. Parallel or distributed frameworks
and architectures are required for big data, which give rise to
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Fig. 2. Big data scenario.

more consumptions of energy and other resources. Nowadays,
computationally intensive big data analytics and processing may
consume a lot of energy and pollute the environment.

Considering the aforementioned concerns, it is really neces-
sary to establish green initiatives for big data life cycle to re-
duce energy and resource consumptions, to reduce greenhouse
gases emission and long-lasting harmful effects on our envi-
ronments. Fortunately, big data may be huge threatens to not
only environmental changes but also enormous opportunities for
making environmental improvements. Large scale datasets and
analytics increasingly are being used by government agencies,
nongovernmental organizations, and private firms to forward
environmental protections. For instance, companies like
Virginia-based OPower used big data to allow homeowners
to measure their consumption against their neighbors. Cities
are optimizing the timing of traffic signals to reduce conges-
tions; airports are communicating with planes to increase the
efficiency of waiting ground crews; and building managers are
using data analysis to cut energy uses by 10–20%.

Improving ecologically oriented efficiency, promoting envi-
ronmental justices, and tracking climate changes are environ-
mental improvements by the use of big data. Greening big data
is an important part of green ICT, which includes green comput-
ing [19] and green communications [5], which are two highly
overlapped terms. Green computing [19] mainly address inves-
tigations and practices of efficient and ecofriendly computing,
including designs, productions, uses, and disposals of comput-
ers, associated subsystems, and networking devices efficiently
and effectively with minimal or without negative impact on the
environments. Green communications cover all environmentally
relevant issues to communications systems and relevant applica-
tions. Product longevity refers to the whole life of a product from
the design stage to the end-of-life stage. It is highly expected to
have longer product life to reduce necessary product disposals in

a certain period, since these may save natural resources already
very limited and fast depleted, and more and more product dis-
posals have created more and more wastes, including e-wastes,
which may be discarded into land soils and ground waters and
include harmful materials such as lead, cadmium, mercury, and
chromium.

IV. INTRODUCTION FOR GREENING BIG DATA

As initially mentioned in Section III, there are some re-
lation clues between big data systems and green issues. In
0 Section V–VII, we try to have some extensive investiga-
tions in green issues within big data systems. It is hard to
process various big data via traditional database management
systems. So far, the main IT (information technology) infrastruc-
ture for dealing with big data is datacenters. The well-known
software frameworks for processing big data are Hadoop
MapReduce [20], Google Mapreduce [21], and Amazon Elastic
MapReduce [22]. The server clusters running these frameworks
in a datacenter will consume a lot of energies. It has been re-
ported [23], [24] that, in a datacenter, the power consumption
of severs for data processing is about 45% of energy, and the
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) may consume
about 30% of energy. With the rapid growth of big data services
and applications, datacenter consume more and more energy
[25], greening datacenters becomes important and challenge
research issue. Although the energy consumption of big data
processing is not easily reduced in a datacenter, through the
proper arrangements, it is possible to save energy consumption
of the HVAC part. The efficient HAVC is helpful in cooling
down the datacenters, and improving the big data services.

Actually, besides the high energy and resource consumptions
during the data processing stage, a lot of energies and resources
are also consumed in both the data generation, acquisition, com-
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Fig. 3. Greening big data.

munication, and storage stages. As shown in Fig. 2, large volume
of data, in size of petabytes or even zettabytes, are continuously
generated from a variety of domains, such as industry, agricul-
ture, home appliance, stock market, social network, and so on.
Especially, it is inevitable that a large number of Internet of
things (IoT) devices will be connected in order to accelerate the
convergence of cyber and physical world. Former Cisco CEO
J. Chambers predicted that there will be 500 billion connected
devices by 2025. These devices may even become dominant
data sources in the future big data. Many geodistributed data-
centers from large entrepreneurs such as Google, Amazon, and
Microsoft have already deployed worldwide. Besides, many
companies also established their own private clouds, as com-
plementary to public clouds, to deal with their personal data.
Nevertheless, the collected data shall be efficiently acquired,
transmitted and stored in these datacenters for further process-
ing or analytics. Each stage in the data life cycle consumes
ineligible amount of energy and resource with the consideration
of high-volume big data. As a result, significant efforts shall be
contributed to the data acquisition, communication, and even
storage from the aspects of greenness. This has already raised
wide concern in the research community and lots of methods
toward greening big data have already been available in the lit-
erature. In Section V–VII, we summarize and discuss greening
big data on different stages, including big data acquisition, big
data storage, and big data analytics, during the whole life cycle.
An overview of our discussions in this paper is summarized in
Fig. 3.

V. GREENING BIG DATA GENERATION, ACQUISITION,
AND COMMUNICATIONS

This section would like to the issues on generation, acquisi-
tion, and communications of big data, which all are relevant to
a general sustainability issue on how to deal with high volume
of big data. One direction on handling high volumes is big data
reduction, for which there are two large categories of solutions.

1) Lossy Reduction

a) Reduce or discard unimportant or useless data: As
a recent progress, recent investigations by Ready
Labs, Inc., and Simon Fraser University have
showed Adblock Plus, a popular, open source, ad-
blocking Internet browser extension, may signifi-
cantly reduce network data demands where 25.0%
reduction in bytes downloaded and 40.0% when
video traffic considered in isolation are achieved
[26].

b) Lossy compression: This could be supported by
many source coding algorithms [27] and other signal
processing methods such as compressive sensing.

2) Lossless Reduction
a) Lossless compression [27]: Lossless compression

typically is used for the individual information or
files in an organization.

b) Deduplication [28]: Data deduplication, a special-
ized compression, performs across all the storage
system to discover and remove duplicate data and
an index maintains tracking exactly the removal
so that the information can be re-accessed when
necessary.

c) Similarity-based compression methods: As the
relevant theoretical studies to similarity-based
compression, [29] defined the compression-based
dissimilarity measure (CDM) as

CDM(x, y) =
C(xy)

C(x) + C(y)
(1)

where x and y stands for two strings, C(x) is defined
as the size of the compressed x for a given compres-
sion, and C(xy) is the size of the compressed string
for y concatenated to x. Further, [30] introduced the
concept normalized compression distance (NCD)
for a distance metric between two strings, which is
defined as

NCD (x, y) =
C(xy) − min (C(x), C(y))

max (C(x), C(y))
. (2)

Both NCD and CDM are based on the concept
of Kolmogorov complexity [31]. Recently, a fast
compression similarity measure, namely normal-
ized dictionary distance, was proposed based on
the idea of dictionary [32]. The fast compression
distance (FCD) [33] has been proposed to reduce
the high complexity of the previous methods, such
as NCD. A new faster similarity measure, called
weighted FCD, was most recently proposed in [34].

The aforementioned approaches could be also jointly used.
Xia et al. [35] discussed a joint approach with both compression
and deduplication.

A. Big Data Generations

Data generation is the first step of big data. According to
[36], main sources of big data are enterprise data, IoT data,
and biomedical data. Not all raw data generated are useful
for extracting values, and excessive data generation will cause
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huge burden in energy and resource consumptions, thus it is
necessary to achieve effective big data generations toward green
objectives.

1) Enterprise Data: Recent study [37] has indicated the en-
terprise data in the world have been the main source of big
data. The most known enterprises with huge data are Internet
focused companies, such as Facebook, Google, and Tencent,
which produce huge data together with huge relevant benefits
every day. However, those excessive data generations require
huge energy consumptions, which force the enterprises exploit-
ing green initiatives to deal with big data generations. For ex-
ample, the vast amounts of data being generated could be reused
by devices themselves to maximize the EE. To be specific, en-
terprise servers that run on electricity could generate additional
electrical information that could be analyzed to determine the
power management mode.In the context of this, servers not only
generate massive data but also may save energy based on these
data.

2) IoT Data: IoT [38] is an important source of big data.
Most IoT data gathered by radio frequency identification (RFID)
and sensor network technologies exist in many industries, such
as agriculture, traffic, transportation, medical care, public de-
partments, and families, and so on. In sensor networks, IoT
devices may be embedded with sensors. From the perspective
of green initiatives, an emerging category of edge devices (smart
phones) are potentially utilized in data generation, since these
devices can reduce the deployment of corresponding sensors,
which is considered environmentally friendly. For example, [39]
introduced mobile crowdsensing, where individuals with mobile
devices collectively share data and extract information to ben-
efit IoT applications. Utilizing mobile devices for sensing may
greatly reduce the manufacture and deployment costs. RAM-
SES [40] considered using existing portable devices for IoT
data generation in the hardware design of devices, and through
implementing an RF energy-harvesting circuit to wirelessly de-
liver sensor data to standard RFID readers, the system consumes
less energy in the process of data generation.

3) Biomedical Data: Over the past several years, bioinfor-
matics has become an all-inclusive term for everything relevant
to both computer and biology sciences, so that biomedical ar-
eas may also bring huge data with the features of large vol-
umes, complicated structures, high dimensionality, biological
concepts involvements, and insufficient data modeling, which
may be also supported by green initiatives in data reductions,
scalability improvements, and energy consumption reductions.

B. Big Data Acquisition

With regard to networking in big data acquisition, a lot of
works have focused on data aggregation and energy-efficient
data acquisition techniques. Besides the general discussions in
the start of this section, we have further discussions on this
topic. From the perspective of software technologies, there are a
lot of approaches in effective data collections. For example,
[41] exploited data compression technology, which is capa-
ble of shrinking the volume of transmitted data, resulting in
fewer energy consumptions. By defining a new transfer time

ttotal = ttotal = tcompression + ttransfer + tdecompression, the compres-
sion decision can be made via comparing the original trans-
fer time toriginal. Compression will be applied if and only if
toriginal > ttotal. Pioneering researchers have already proposed
many different methods to reduce the data volumes so as to save
unnecessary energy consumption. These methods can be gen-
erally categorized into lossy reduction, lossless reduction, and
data aggregation.

1) Lossy Reduction: For data acquisition in WSNs, Liu et al.
[42] developed a generic framework on how to explore spatio-
temporal correlation in wireless sensor network so as to achieve
energy-efficient data collections, where the sensor nodes re-
ceive their local measures of interest, such as temperature and
light intensity, to the sink node continuously. The data sequence
obtained at each sensor node creates a time series. Two time
series X{x1 , x2 , · · ·, xq} and Y {y1 , y2 , · · ·, yq} are assumed to
be trend-t-dissimilarity if

q1

q
< t (3)

where q is the total number of the pairs (xi, yi) for the time
series and q1 is the number of pairs that satisfy ∇xi ×∇yi ≥
0,∇xi = xi − xi−1 ,∇yi = yi − yi−1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1. Accord-
ing to the dissimilarity between the two time series, a clustering
algorithm was proposed to achieve energy-efficient and contin-
uous data collection. To achieve efficient data collection, [43]
proposed a principle that limits the unnecessary collection of
personal data to greatly reduce the relevant energy consump-
tion. Once the purpose for which data are collected is known,
collected data should be just efficient enough for that purpose.

2) Lossless Reduction: Marcelloni et al. [44] exploited the
high correlation between consecutive samples collected by a
sensor and proposed an entropy compression-based data sam-
pling. A recent study [45] propose MinDiff for Gaussian dis-
tributed data compression using a dictionary and local prediction
method.

3) Data Aggregation: Data aggregation explores in-network
processing during the data routing and applies different data op-
erations (e.g., maximum value, minimum value, and average
value) to reduce the data volume, and hence, energy consump-
tion. Note that there are some overlaps between the aggregation
techniques and data compression techniques but basically they
are different. The data aggregation scheme [46] applies com-
pressed sensing for both recovery fidelity and EE in WSNs. The
compressed sensing decoding process reconstructs the signal
as μ̂ = Ψω̂, where μ is an n-dimensional signal and ω is the
optimal solution to the convex optimization problem.

minw∈Rn ‖ω‖l1

(
=

∑
i

|wi |
)

subject to μ = ΦΨω. (4)

This novel aggregation scheme enables to investigate the
minimum-energy compressed data aggregation. In [47], ergelt
et al. proposed an aggregation strategy to efficiently use the en-
ergy and dealing with large data volumes. A recent survey on
data compression algorithms for WSNs was reported in [48].
Interesting readers may also refer to [49] for distributed data
aggregation algorithms.
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C. Big Data Communications

Upon the completion of raw big data generation, data will
be collected and transferred through wired or wireless networks
for processing or storage. This phase also incurs unprecedented
energy consumptions, quality of service issues, and other sus-
tainability issues in big data era. This challenge also has already
been widely addressed in the literature.

1) Network Topology: In WSNs, numerous sensors can pro-
duce a significant volume of the data but also incur severe en-
ergy consumptions. How to optimize network structure as well
as data routing for EE also plays an important role in greening
big data. During the recent years, many energy-efficient routing
protocols have been proposed for WSNs. For example, Takaishi
et al. [50] utilized the mobility of the sink node to help the data
collection for EE.

2) Routing: Based on the maximization of network utility,
[51] proposed a fully distributed asynchronous flow control al-
gorithm in WSN.

min
∑
s∈S

Us(xs)

s.t: R
′′
x ≤ c (5)

where Us(xs) refers to the utility of flow s under transmission
rate xs , R

′′
is the generalized routing matrix, and c is the link

capacity matrix. Static routing cannot efficiently balance traffic
for big-data applications, [52] tried to reduce each flow band-
width via a distributed-adaptive-routing algorithm with minimal
out-of-order packet delivery. Pantazis et al. [53] recently con-
ducted a survey on energy-efficient routing protocols in WSNs.
In [54], Bergler et al. presented an approach to reduce the energy
costs for datacenters through selecting routing with the current
cheapest energy costs. To more effectively and efficiently utilize
multiple cores in routing the big data transfers, [55] proposed
to parallelize data transfers via using each core in the routers to
calculate a separate shortest path.

3) Network Infrastructure: Besides efforts on existing IP
networks, researchers also have investigated network infrastruc-
ture revolution for big data. Recent advances of software defined
networking and optical switching technology make it possible to
program the network stack all the way from physical topology
to flow level traffic control. In [56], the EE of the network-
ing components in cloud-based environments was provided.
Ricciardi et al. [57] provided the modeling and the cross-layer
optimization approach for the EE and energy-awareness Internet
design. Wang et al. [58] combined a software-defined networks
(SDNs) controller with optical switching to tightly integrate
application and network control, which may greatly enhance
application performance with small configuration overheads.
Another work addressing SDN [59] tried to realize dynamic
and highly efficient bulk data transfer via a geodistributed dat-
acenter system and an SDN architecture, where data transfer
demands were modeled as delay tolerant migration requests
with different deadlines. To reach different levels of optimality
and scalability in an online fashion, the authors discussed three
algorithms for optimal schedules. In [60], the authors utilized
the approach of information-centric networking (ICN), where

name-based data retrieval and in-network caching are applied.
In existing ICN, content centric network (CCN) is not able to
efficiently utilize the caches for data sharing due to the use of
on-path caching, and network of information (NetInf) shows the
resolution latency to retrieve data. Li et al. [60] integrated the
strengths of CCN and NetInf with the use of information islands
and management plane for direct data retrieval and global data
discovery, respectively, to facilitate big data sharing. An aggre-
gatable name-based routing (ANBR) was proposed to naturally
allow consumers to search the closest copy of information [60].

4) Scheduling: In [61], Ren et al. proposed a better com-
munication scheduling strategy CLSA for smartphone down-
loading to achieve low energy consumption with tolerances of
some transmission delays. Wang et al. [62] studied the multiple
bulk data transfers scheduling problem for network congestion
reduction, for which the authors proposed to lexicographically
minimize the congestion among all links in datacenters.

VI. GREENING BIG DATA STORAGE

This section discusses greening datacenters, cloud comput-
ing, and other data storage issues. A data center is a computing
resource in which a facility is used to house computer systems
and associated components. The architecture of datacenter can
indirectly influence the consumption of energy. A good datacen-
ter design requires less amount of energy consumption. Accord-
ing to the United States Department of Energy, energy-efficient
datacenter designs may impact many technical areas, such as
ICT systems, environmental conditions, air management, cool-
ing systems, and electrical systems. Big data storage systems
requires the consumptions of both energy and resources, thus
green storage should have less energy consumptions, resource
consumptions, or both. We now consider the following aspects
for green big data storage.

A. Cloud Storage and File System

Cloud computing is a recent popular and powerful paradigm
providing various collections of virtualized resources as ser-
vices suitable for big data storage and processing. As big data
applications proliferate, distributed file systems store the data
in distributed large-scale nodes and devices. Although cloud
computing may help achieve higher energy and resource effi-
ciencies, a big challenge for cloud computing infrastructures is
to operate together with the increasing costs for energies and
resources. Nowadays, EE improvements are important targets
toward green objectives for distributed file systems to store and
manage big data. For example, Kaushik and Bhandarkar [63]
proposed an energy-conserving logical multizoned variant of
Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) to manage data pro-
cessing in Hadoop cluster. Idleness of servers may be enabled
via data classification, which allowed to use aggressive inac-
tive power modes in central processing unit, disks, and dynamic
random access memory (DRAM). In addition, Lightning [64] is
a self-adaptive Commodity Green Cloud Storage that dynam-
ically configures the servers into hot and cold zones, where,
similar to GreenHDFS [63], the servers in cold zone are transi-
tioned to inactive power modes and the relevant energy saving
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significantly save the operating costs of the datacenter. Recently,
Bostoen et al. [65] made a survey for the research efforts on
power-aware enterprise storage systems over a decade. Negru
et al. [66] reviewed the methods and technologies and presented
some of the key research challenges for energy-aware datacen-
ter operations for cloud storage. The authors mentioned that
the profitability may not always be expressed with respect to
revenue but in terms of bio and environment friendliness.

B. Database

To handle big data, large databases should be partitioned
across different servers or nodes, which may overall consume
huge energy consumptions. Mardamutu et al. [67] provided a
comprehensive critical analysis on EE issues for green databases
and proposed a redundancy-based solution. According to [68],
the first step to achieve green databases is to understand the en-
ergy requirements of data warehouse to develop a relevant plan
for EE. Then, it is necessary to optimize the server rooms and ex-
ploit virtualization to increase performance. Finally, authorities
get the feedback via analyzing the developed system. Chaudhary
et al. [68] studied the tradeoffs between the performance and the
energy consumption characteristics of analytical queries based
on various database cluster designs. Based on empirical exper-
iment results, the authors proposed a model considering key
bottlenecks of EE in a parallel database management system.
Wu et al. [69] jointly considered hardware accelerator for range
partitioning (HARP) and a streaming framework with a seam-
less execution environment for streaming accelerators, such as
HARP, to provide an order of magnitude improvement in par-
titioning performance and energy for high-throughput, energy-
efficient data partitioning and processing, which is critical in
manipulating large datasets.

C. Storage Mechanism

In addition to green storage systems, there have been lot of
efforts on green storage mechanisms.

One direction is on intelligent storage resource management.
A particular appeal is on the power-saving from the perspective
of disks. However, it has been reported that, in a datacenter,
the average idle period for a server disk is very small com-
pared with the time for spinning down and up, which signifi-
cantly constrains the performance of disk power management
schemes [70]. Zhu et al. [70] proposed several power-aware
storage cache management algorithms to improve energy sav-
ings for the disk power management schemes. Pinheiro et al.
[71] introduced diverted accesses to leverage the redundancy
in storage systems to save disk energy. Another effort [72]
tried to enable the storage system to turn OFF a large frac-
tion of disks without unacceptable performance degradation.
For real-time and data-intensive applications, Liu et al. [73]
proposed a novel distributed energy-efficient scheduler, con-
sisting of three main components, i.e., energy-aware ranking,
performance-aware scheduling, and energy-aware dispatching,
to achieve energy savings via seamlessly involving the process
of scheduling tasks in data placement.

Another direction is on data column reduction to save stor-
age resources for energy saving. Lossless compression [27] and
deduplication [28] are two kinds of lossless reduction. Com-
pression typically is used for the individual files in a company.
While, data deduplication, a specialized compression, execute
across all the storage system to identify and remove duplicate
data and an index maintains tracking exactly what has been re-
moved so that the information can be put back when a user needs
to access a file. Xia et al. [35] also discussed a joint approach
with both compression and deduplication.

VII. GREENING BIG DATA ANALYTICS

Big data analytics may analyze huge volumes of data that
conventional analytics and business intelligence solutions can-
not handle. The process of data analytics are normally accom-
panied with lot of computing workloads, which may be time
consuming and energy and resource inefficient. There have been
many efforts addressing green issues in big data computing and
processing. We now consider how to construct green big data
analytics from green big data processing architecture and data
analytics framework.

A. Green Big Data Processing Architecture

1) Innovative Architecture: Typically, big data are delivered
to cloud for analysis, thus the EE of datacenter architectures
should be considered. Unlike high performance computing sys-
tems, which generally focus on maximizing raw computing
power, big data clusters are generally designed to maximize
the EE to manage large datasets [74]. Gu et al. [75] investi-
gated and compared the energy consumption and the execution
time for a typical Hadoop-based big data application executed
in a traditional Xeon-based cluster and an Atom-based (mi-
croserver) cluster. Liu et al. [76] presented the GreenCloud
architecture to reduce datacenter power consumption without
sacrificing the performance for users, which enables compre-
hensive online-monitoring, live virtual machine (VM) migra-
tion, and VM placement optimization. Convey [77], [78] was
designed to excel at tackling the data-level parallelism with
power efficiency. The new Convey architecture can exploit mas-
sive degrees of parallelism to enhance development productivity.
Huawei [79] proposed a high throughput computing datacenter
architecture with PB-level data processing capacity and high
EE. In [80], Dben et al. provided a preliminary investigation on
obtaining energy saving via injecting inexactness or approxima-
tion into the hardware architecture of a computing system.

Big data processing naturally requires high parallelism for fast
processing. In [81], Kanoun et al. proposed a novel low-power
many-core architecture to support the dynamic data-driven na-
ture of stream mining applications while limited power con-
straints. In [82], a program optimization issue was studied to
handle the challenges raised by big data, and the authors dis-
cussed using multi/many cores, wide single instruction multiple
data and the role of dynamic optimization in the context of big
data and cloud-based architectures. The inherent parallel ability
of graphics processing unit (GPU) for big data also attracted
much attention in the community. In [83], Wang et al. proposed
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the energy-efficient implementations of GPUs in both the train-
ing phase and the operation phase of neural networks for big
data analytics. In [84], Park et al. presented a special function
unit, called memory fast-forward (MFF) unit, to reduce a large
number of memory requests for big data workloads in GPU.
The two key functions of memory pointer chasing and mem-
ory request coalescing for the proposed MFF unit contribute to
reducing memory stall time as well as enhancing the real uti-
lization of memory bandwidth via removing duplicate memory
traffics, thereby improving performance and EE.

2) Server Management: To lower the environmental impact
and power consumption of datacenters, the authors in [85] pro-
posed to comanage both supply and demand via profiling dat-
acenter power consumption, which may be applicable for an
enterprise datacenter. In [86], the authors reported an integrated
approach for the implementation of a Environment Compatible
datacenter, ECCO, which is able to automatically and dynami-
cally redefine the set of active resources in order to drastically
lessen the energy consumptions without sacrificing the needs
of users. In [87], Schroder and Nebel presented an interesting
load and power management method for the server allocation
in datacenters. Mastelic et al. [88] provided an overview of the
infrastructure of the cloud computing paradigm to improve EE.
In [89], Lin et al. investigated how much can be saved through
dynamically scheduling the datacenter for big data cloud ser-
vices by turning OFF servers during some periods via an online
algorithm.

3) System Model: In [90], a brief overview was provided on
the benchmarks for datacenter EE, power and energy measure-
ments, benchmarking, and analysis in big data processing. In
[91], a brief review of measurements and performance evalu-
ation in term of EE of datacenter for big data processing was
provided. The energy effectiveness metric was given by [91]

Energy Effectiveness =
IT Equipment Power Consumption

HVAC
.

As HAVC, e.g., cooling, plays a critical role in energy effective-
ness, many novel cooling methods have already been proposed.
In [92], Wei and Ren introduced their green cloud comput-
ing proposal, environmentally opportunistic computing, where
information technology resources were working together with
existing facilities consuming dominate energy to dynamically
adjust process throughput, thermal movement, and obtainable
cooling. In [93], Ren intended to improve the datacenter wa-
ter efficiency. Since datacenter water efficiency varies by loca-
tion and also over time, the authors proposed a geographical
load balancing (GLB) algorithm, called GLB for water sus-
tainability (GLB-WS), which dynamically schedules workloads
to improve the overall water usage effectiveness (an emerg-
ing metric for quantifying datacenter water efficiency) without
violating the electricity cost constraint. Berral et al. [94] pre-
sented an energy-aware scheduling framework for datacenter
using machine learning for big data processing. In [95], a green
cloud computing modeling method was provided to build sys-
tem software environments. In [96], Pelley proposed an analytic
framework to model the total power consumption of datacen-
ter. In [97], a set of formal models were provided to estimate

sustainability impact and dependability metrics in datacenter
infrastructures based on an integrated environment.

4) Renewable Energy: Besides optimization on brown en-
ergy, green energy, a.k.a., renewable energy, also attracted much
attention. Addis et al. [98] discussed the energy-aware joint
management of brown and green energy for networks and cloud
infrastructures. In [99], Liu et al. tried to achieve the reduction
of electricity cost and environmental impact via a holistic ap-
proach to jointly consider renewable supply, dynamic pricing,
and cooling supply with IT workload planning to enhance the
overall sustainability of datacenter operations. In [100], Li et al.
presented a power provisioning scheme called Oasis to scale
power-/carbon- constrained datacenter servers to in a economi-
cal and green way.

B. Green Big Data Processing Frameworks

It is important to rapidly extract critical information from
massive data so as to bring values for enterprises and individ-
uals. Different types of frameworks could run different types
of analytics. For example, MapReduce [101]-based framework
like Hadoop [102] was aimed for batch-oriented processing.
Storm framework [103], [104] was used to hand stream pro-
cessing. Drill [105] plays a role in interactive ad hoc query and
analytics. From the perspective of green computing, it is nec-
essary to build efficient framework for big data analytics. For
example, [106] established green MapReduce to reduce energy
consumption while maintaining a low task response time. Goiri
et al. [107] proposed a MapReduce framework, GreenHadoop,
for a datacenter energized by a solar array and the electrical grid,
which could predict the amount of solar energy to continue and
schedule MapReduce jobs to maximize the use of green energy.
In [108], Cavallaro et al. studied the various smart data analyt-
ics methods that take advantage of the support vector machines
machine learning algorithm and parallelization approaches to
solve the big data processing problems. In [109], a framework
with a greedy algorithm, energy-aware MapReduce schedul-
ing algorithm, was proposed to improve the EE of MapReduce
applications while remaining the service level agreement. To
lower cooling energy consumption and ensure thermal reliabil-
ity of the servers, [110] introduced a new efficient data-centric
approach T*, which makes proactive and thermal-aware file
placement to achieve thermal-aware job placement in the big
data analytics compute model with the knowledge of the uneven
thermal-profile and differences between the thermal-reliability-
driven load thresholds of different servers, and the differences
in arrival rates of computational jobs, sizes, and evolution life
spans of the big data in the cluster. In [111], a Green cloud
enabled framework was proposed as the energy-efficient way
of a minimal discharge and rectification of the problem of high
carbon production so as to increase the profit margin.

C. Data Reductions for Big Data Computing and Processing

One of important challenges to the attainability of big data
processing is the high volume data, especially more typically
with high dimensions. There have been a number of works to-
ward processing load reductions. Note that we have discussed
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TABLE I
DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR GREENING BIG DATA

Work Application Stage Lossless Reduction Ratio Computation Complexity Single/Multiple Data Main Concept

[26] Communication No 25% n/a single Adblock Plus based reduction
[42] Acquisition No 42%–97.3% O(n2 log n) single Exploring spatio-temporal correlation
[44] Acquisition Yes 66.99%–67.33% 42% of S-LZW single Entropy compression
[45] Acquisition Yes 20%–80% 20%-30% larger than HC single Dictionary and local prediction
[46] Acquisition No 50%–75% O(n3 ) single Aggregation and compressed sensing
[47] Acquisition No ∼ 30% n/a single Database-orientation
[35] Storage Yes ∼80% 1/4 of super-feature approach single Deduplication and delta compression
[118] Analytics Yes 1000x n/a single FPGA-acceleration
[121] Acquisition Yes ∼ 45%–75% 12 instructions for a saved bit multiple Lossless entropy compression

some data reduction issues in Section V. Here, the further rel-
evant issues still exist in the stage of big data computing and
processing. In [112], Lathauwera and Vandewalleb, reviewed
a multilinear generalization of the singular value decompo-
sition (SVD) and the best rank-(R1 , R2 , RN ) approximation
for higher order tensors, which may efficiently support dimen-
sionality reduction in higher order signal processing. Based on
multilinear algebra, Wang and Ahuja [113] proposed a ten-
sor rank-one decomposition via decomposing multidimensional
data into a collection of rank-1 tensors, which was used in im-
age sequence compression of higher quality images to obtain
the same compression ratio as principal component analysis,
while authors [114] also proposed rank-R tensor approxima-
tion for the same objective. Symeonidis et al. [115] proposed
a unified framework for modeling the three kinds of entities,
users, items and tags, in social tagging systems as a three-
order tensor, where latent semantic analysis and dimensionality
reduction was realized based on higher order singular value
decomposition.

In 2009 [116], National Science Foundation, USA, organized
a workshop to summarized the relevant issues and challenges
of tensor-based computation and modeling, which stressed the
importance of tensor-based mathematics, as important parts
of multilinear algebra, on the solving the problems of mul-
tidimensional datasets. Lua et al. [117] reviewed multilinear
subspace learning for dimensionality reduction of multidimen-
sional data directly based on their tensorial representations. Jun
et al. [118] proposed ZIP-IO, an efficient framework for field-
programmable gate array (FPGA)-accelerated compression. To
interactively visualize big data directly for large-scale comput-
ing, Bi et al. [119] proposed a parallel compression method,
proper orthogonal decomposition, to reduce the data size with
low computational cost. Wang et al. [120] utilized a wavelet
transform to decompose and approximate remote sensing big
data with the large scale in the space domain, the correlation in
the spectral domain, and the continuity in the time domain via a
two-component Gaussian mixture model to check whether the
density function of wavelet coefficients for a big dataset is with
peaks at zero a heavy tailed shape.

As data reduction can be applied across different stages for
greening big data, we summarize some related studies with
respect to their characteristics (i.e., application stage, lossless
or not, main concepts) in Table I.

VIII. DISCUSSIONS ON THE RELEVANCE AMONG GREEN

MEASURES AND BIG DATA

When discussing green issues, many people possibly first
think about the popular metric, EE. An important question is
what is the proper definition, meaning, and role of EE in the
times of big data. Actually, the disputes on the definitions of
EE have existed for a long time, and up to now, no consistent
agreements are available. In 1996, M. G. Patterson provided a
comprehensive summary on the definitions of EE [122], which
we consider general enough even at present. The general defi-
nition of EE could be [122]

EE =
Useful output of a process
Energy input into a process

. (6)

Remark that sometimes the EE is defined via exchanging the
positions of the denominator and nominator in (6) as

EE =
Energy input into a process
Useful output of a process

. (7)

The author further summarized the definitions of EE into four
main groups [122].

1) Thermodynamic: The outputs and inputs of (6) in this case
are completely based on measurements derived from the
science of thermodynamics.

2) Physical Thermodynamic: In this case, the inputs of (6)
are thermodynamic units, while the outputs of (6) are
physical units.

3) Economic Thermodynamic: In this case, the inputs of (6)
are thermodynamic units, while the service delivery out-
puts of (6) measured in market prices.

4) Economic: In this case, both the energy inputs and service
delivery outputs are purely in terms of market monetary
values.

In the recent works of ICT, physical-thermodynamic defini-
tions of EE for the time t are typically used as [5]

η(t) =
NB (t)
E(t)

(8)

where t refers to a specific time or time slot, η(t) is the EE at t,
NB (t) is the number of bits of the information sequences, and
E(t) is the quantity of the relevant energy. Besides the general
definition of EE for ICT, there have been also quite a few specific
definitions of EE for ICT in different scenarios [123]–[126]. All
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those existing definitions of EE have not specifically considered
big data issues.

As discussed in [122], for the fairness of comparisons, en-
ergy quality issues have to be considered using a quality factor
β, since different types of energy sources are with different qual-
ities. Further, in the context of big data, the degrees of impor-
tance for different data are different at t, which are expressed as
an important factor α. When the scenarios are communications
and networking, the degrees of importance may be expressed as
quality of service parameters. Then, we propose to rewrite the
definition of EE (8) as

ηe(t) =
αNB (t)
βE(t)

(9)

where we call ηe(t) effective energy efficiency (EEE) to distin-
guish from the convectional definitions of EE. If we compare two
different EEE η

(1)
e (t) and η

(2)
e (t) for two data sequences, which

are the same, N
(1)
B (t) = N

(2)
B (t), E(1)(t) = E(2)(t), β(1) =

β(2) , except α(1) > α(2) , it is clear that η
(1)
e (t) = α ( 1 ) N

( 1 )
B (t)

β ( 1 ) E ( 1 ) (t) >

η
(2)
e (t) = α ( 2 ) N

( 2 )
B (t)

β ( 2 ) E ( 2 ) (t) . We assume that α(1) > α(2) shows that
the sequence (1) is more important than the sequence (2) at
t. For fairness, we would like to have η

(1)
e (t) = η

(2)
e (t) for

β(1) = β(2) , which could be achieved if α ( 1 ) N
( 1 )
B (t)

α ( 2 ) E ( 1 ) (t) = N
( 2 )
B (t)

E ( 2 ) (t) ,

and in this case, N
( 1 )
B (t)

E ( 1 ) (t) <
N

( 2 )
B (t)

E ( 2 ) (t) . Thus, E ( 1 ) (t)
N

( 1 )
B (t)

> E ( 2 ) (t)
N

( 2 )
B (t)

says

that the energy per bit for the sequence (1) is more than that for
the sequence (2), in other words, the more important bits should
consume more energies at t. This result may inspire many new
ways to implement future big data relevant systems. One may
ask how to explain this result if all bits of both important and
less important bits are actually processed using the same EE
λ. Let us assume that the number of bits for the data sequence
2 is partitioned into two parts, N

(2)
B (1)(t) and N

(2)
B (2)(t) where

N
(2)
B (t) = N

(2)
B (1)(t) + N

(2)
B (2)(t), and further assume that

1) the actual energy per bit for the N
(2)
B (1)(t) bits is λ and

the actual energy per bit for the N
(2)
B (2)(t) bits is 0, which

enables E(2)(t) = λN
(2)
B (1)(t) + 0N (2)

B (2)(t) = λN
(2)
B (1)(t)

and E ( 2 ) (t)
N

( 2 )
B (t)

= λ
N

( 2 )
B ( 1 ) (t)

N
( 2 )
B (t)

< λ. Since not all the bits actu-

ally consume energy, we may call E ( 2 ) (t)
N

( 2 )
B (t)

as virtual EE.

This case of the N
(2)
B (2)(t) bits may be implemented using

delayed transmissions for the scenarios of communica-
tions and networking or power shutdown for the scenarios
of data storage;

2) the actual energy per bit for all the N
(1)
B (t) bits is λ, which

enables E(1)(t) = λN
(1)
B (t) and E ( 2 ) (t)

N
( 2 )
B (t)

= λ
N

( 2 )
B ( 1 ) (t)

N
( 2 )
B (t)

< λ.
Using the similar strategy, comparing with the concept of

resource efficiency

λ(t) =
NB (t)
R(t)

(10)

where NB (t) is the number of bits of the information sequence,
and R(t) is the quantity of the relevant resources, we also pro-
pose the concept of ERE as

λe(t) =
αNB (t)
θR(t)

(11)

where λe(t) is the ERE, θ is the quality factor of the resources,
and α is the importance factor of the information sequence.
Similarly, we could conclude that the more important bits should
occupy more resource at t. Based on the similar strategies, the
aforementioned new proposals of EE for big data era could
be easily extended for other different definition formats of EE
according to different scenarios [123]–[126].

As a remark, we would like to stress the importance of re-
source efficiency or more general ecological efficiency. Remark
that the term resources here typically does not refer to energy but
more general meanings, such as spaces, materials, devices, and
so on. In literature of recent years, although EE and management
have been highly investigated [5], resource efficiency has highly
neglected or much less studied. In 1988 [127] and 1996 [128],
H.T. Odum created the concept of energy accounting. In 1992
[129], William E. Rees proposed the concept of ecological foot-
prints. Although energy accounting and ecological footprints are
different approaches, both of them tried to study substantiality
issues via addressing both energy and resources throughput to
evaluate the difference between demands of humanity and nat-
ural sources. Although ecological footprint methods recently
received some criticisms, such as [130], on the application lim-
itations, the authors also agreed to the importance of resource
efficiency relevant analysis. The concept of ecological footprint
has received significant attentions, which actually criticized the
limitations of the popular concept of carbon footprints.

Further, we remark that the concerns on energy, resources,
and sustainability have actually been raised by the relevant in-
formation with the supports of big data sources, which show the
strong correlation among green and big data issues.

IX. CHALLENGE AND OPEN ISSUES

Although a number of efforts have been relevant to greening
big data, many issues are still under-investigated. In this section,
we outline several promising future research directions on data
acquisition, storage, and processing, respectively.

A. Data Acquisition and Communications

Explore in-network processing to reduce unnecessary data
collection A special challenge is on the decision, which es-
sentially is context aware. Consider a scenario where future
autonomous cars are capable of sensing their surroundings and
cooperate with their neighbors. Definitely there will be vast vol-
umes of data generated by the vehicles at a certain area, but there
will be a large information overlapping between the collected
data. While, it is nontrivial to detect the duplicated or redundant
data in a specific area. Far beyond that, a variety of forms of
data may exhibit similar features, and therefore, significant ef-
forts shall be devoted to digging out such phenomena to reduce
the collected data volume for energy and resource efficient data
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acquisition. Many different compression methods are required
to explore spatial-temporal correlation between different data
flows for the collected data volume reduction.

Some innovative networking technologies have been pro-
posed recently to welcome big data era. Two representative tech-
niques are known as software-defined networking (SDN) and
network function virtualization (NFV). Both intends to promote
the flexibility, customability, and managability of networks.
SDN and NFV provide a promising direction for energy-efficient
data transmission via enabling flexible network resource opti-
mization and allocation. However, at the initial storage of SDN
and NFV development, many issues toward green networking
are still underaddressed. One one hand, we shall first consider
how to use SDN and NFV to enable efficient network manage-
ment. For example, we shall investigate how to integrate SDN
and NFV into existing network infrastructure to promote the
energy and resource efficiency of the hybrid networks. On the
other hand, how to lower the energy and resource consumption
introduced by SDN and NFV themselves shall be also consid-
ered. For example, we shall consider how to deploy and migrate
network functions adaptively to reduce the energy and resource
consumption.

By now, specifically for greening big data, the new designs
of communication mechanisms and approaches are still very
limited, and many issues in physical layer, media access control
layer, network layer, and other upper layers for both wired and
wireless networks are to be solved to welcome big data era,
such as signal processing methods, control plane issues, network
structures, protocols, hardware and software designs, and so on.

B. Storage

It is highly expected to find innovative storage infrastructures
that explore a variety of heterogeneous storage resources to
reduce the resource and energy consumption in datacenters.
For example, some recent studies proposed to exploit vehicles
in airport parking lots to provide storage services. However,
such paradigms do not support persistent data storage service
as the storage resources attached on vehicles are volatile. With
the consideration of diverse big data storage requirements, it
is beneficial to investigate how to orchestrate the diversity of
storage devices towards the objective of greenness.

Recent developments in storage techniques enable superhigh-
speed storage devices for large-scale datacenter applications.
For example, RAMCloud that keeps all data in DRAM at all
times is widely recognized as one feasible way for fast big data
processing. However, it is still promising to find out an effi-
cient way to use traditional storage resources like hard disks
and the volatile DRAM resources to balance between perfor-
mance and efficiency, with joint considerations of the inherent
characteristics (such as reliability, read/write speed, capacity,
power consumption, and so on) of various storage devices.

Another noteworthy thing is on the big data garbage. To pur-
sue the vision of big data, people may aggressively acquire and
store various kinds of generated data. However, actually not all
these data need to be stored on expensive storage. We shall con-
sider how to eliminate such useless data to avoid unnecessary

waste of storage resource as well as the incurred energy con-
sumption. On the other hand, as we already discussed in this
survey, the data exhibit both spatial and temporal correlation,
which can be explored to eliminate the data redundancy or com-
press the data volume. However, it is challenging to determine
the extent data reduction without incurring negative side effects
to data analytics.

C. Data Processing

Similar to storage issues, innovative infrastructures are also
demanded for efficient data processing. Mobile cloud communi-
ties think that mobile devices shall not be only treated as service
consumers but also shall be service providers. The first prob-
lem raised is how to orchestrate the infrastructure-based cloud
resources and infrastructure-less mobile resources for quality-
of-service guaranteed service provision.

With the consideration on high volumes of big data, it is
widely believed that the data storage and processing shall be
jointly considered for various optimization objectives, such as
cost minimization [131]. While, for energy and resource effi-
ciency, we may further take another two important issues, i.e.,
data acquisition and datacenter cooling. These four aspects are
highly correlated with each other and impose deep impact on
the performance, resource, and EE. The tradeoff shall be well
balanced for efficient and quality of service (QoS) guaranteed
big data processing.

As datacenter is the hotspot of big data processing, we shall
also seek new electricity provision method for EE. As discussed
in this paper, smart grid integrated with renewable power sup-
ply, also provides a good way for greening big data. A recent
emerging concept, Energy Internet (EI), with the fusion of in-
formation technologies and energy technology, is considered as
smart grid 2.0 and can better solve the energy crisis and envi-
ronmental pressure [132]. It is interesting to incorporate EI into
big data and investigate how they interact with each other to
promote greening big data processing.

X. CONCLUSION

To discuss the green issues of big data systems, our discus-
sions have addressed relevant green issues throughout the three
phases of the life cycle for big data: 1) data generation, data
acquisition, and data communications; 2) data storage; and 3)
data analysis and processing. Then, we have analyzed the rele-
vances among green measures and big data, discovered that the
necessity to adjust the definitions of green measures to respond
to the times of big data, and proposed the concepts of EEE and
effective resource efficiency.
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